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(57) 	 ABSTRACT 

An electric connector ensuring effective grounding contact 
includes coaxially arranged inner sleeve and outer sleeve and 
a conductive grounding element. The inner sleeve is adapted 
to receive a central conductor and an insulating spacer of a 
cable therein, and can be axially rearward moved from a first 
position to a second position, and the outer sleeve is adapted 
to receive a braided conductive grounding sheath and an 
insulating sheath of the cable therein. The conductive ground-
ing element is externally immovably fitted around the inner 
sleeve. When a stripped free end of the cable is inserted into 
the connector and the cable is rearward pulled, the inner 
sleeve is simultaneously rearward moved from the first posi-
tion to the second position, forcing the inner sleeve, the con-
ductive grounding element, and a connecting ring coaxially 
mounted around the inner sleeve to electrically contact with 
one another. 
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